
 

 

Tilt Turn windows are a staple for the building industry in Europe. Why? With the turn of a handle the window tilts in at the top, promoting passive and 

secure ventilation, keeping your house fresh but safe from burglary. Turn the handle again and the window turns in like a door, giving you rapid 

ventilation and the ability to not only clean the window from inside but also escape in an emergency. Binq Tilt Turn windows lock in a minimum of 5 

spots, have double EPDM rubber gaskets, come in double or triple glazing and can be larger than most doors. Add to this Binq factory finishing and a 

range of Italian handles and you have everything you'll ever need in a window. 

 

Hardware   Weight   Dimensions   Performance 

Hautau – German Made  Up to 130kg per panel Single 2.40m high   uVal as low as 1.5 

Multi-point locking system     Single 1.40m wide   SHGC as low as .17 

Fully adjustable hinging     French 2.40m high 

Double Gaskets: EPDM rubber    French 2.80m wide 

 

Staining 

You wouldn’t purchase a car unpainted, would you? Why should your windows be any different? Binq windows are factory finished in a range of stains 

with products that are designed specifically for doors and windows. It consists of a two part process where the first application is dipped which treat it’s 

rot and infestation and eliminates brush marks, then hung in the drying room in a controlled temperature. There then spray coated multiple times 

covering the product in approximately 300 microns, which is the process that reduces the maintenance significantly. 

 

        

Blackwood   Wenge    Chocolate Haze   Gotham 

       

Nighthawk   Maple    Ghost Gum   Vintage Rose 



Handles 

Finish your windows off with style with our range of designer handles imported from Italy. Opting for handles gives your windows the final and unique 

touch. 

        

Edra 02 | Chrome   Edra 02 | Satin Bronze  Edra 02 | Satin Graphite  Edra 02 | Power Satin Chrome 

   

Project | Antique Bronze Project | Chrome  Project | Matt Black  Project | Satin  Project | Power Satin Chrome 

 

Configurations (Max 2.4m high) 

 

Width up to 1.4m     Width up to 2.8m 

      

 

Width up to 4.2m 

   

 

   

   

 

*More configurations available.  


